
FINLAND

�Writers come here,� said Jukka, �and then they write about Finland after-
wards. Stephenson and Sterling both did so. But then they always get some
basic fact wrong. Stephenson, for example, put Finland west of Sweden.�
We were standing near the coast at Suomenlinna, an island fortress in

Helsinki Harbour. A photo shows us looking rather windswept, with showery
grey cloud hovering above. Jukka is stout, bespectacled, and sports a goatee.
With his hands in his pockets, he looks o� into the distance as if contemplating
his nation�s unfortunate fate. It would be quite a good photo, except that my
eyes are closed. “I” throughout is Juliette; Damien is

making marginal remarks...
*

Along with the photographs, I have twenty-odd pages of notes and some
paraphernalia: brochures, fanzines, tickets, three Moomin postcards and a
packet of mints. Damien and I were in Finland for not quite three days,
spending less than twenty-four hours apiece in Tampere, Helsinki and Turku.
Reading through my notes, I �nd I remember more than I noted and I noted
more than I remember. I have no idea how much I might get wrong: I�m
presuming Jukka will tell me.
So here I am, misremembering Finland.
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Voyage into the unknown
Due to a late change of plan, we are taking an evening �ight to a town that I�ve
never heard of, Tampere, in central southern Finland. This will be the �rst part
of our GUFF trip to be in a country where we don�t expect many people to
know English. It�s a little daunting, especially as our contacts in Finland haven�t
found anyone to greet us. We�ll be arriving late at night at a city where we
don�t know anyone, where we haven�t booked anywhere to stay, and which has a
name we don�t know how to pronounce. Sitting with Damien, Bug and Kari in
Stanstead Airport, I wait in vain for an announcement so I can hear �Tampere�Bug and Kari, hearing that we would be in

Stanstead for several hours between
flights from Ireland and to Finland, have
travelled down from Cambridge for the
day to amuse us. This is really nice of
them; we’ve met a couple of times, but
time spent like this really gives us a sense
that these people are our friends.

*

spoken aloud.
Lonely Planet tells us that Tampere is the �Manchester of Finland�. Also,

in Finnish the word kiitos is used for both �please� and �thank you�. We don�t
know how to pronounce kiitos either.
So it is with a little trepidation that we board the plane. But then comes

my �rst view of Finland from the air. In my notebook I write: �A complicated
landscape of lake, land and sea. Islands, maybe a harbour. [...] Lights out as we
descend: a twilight view of dark turquoise lakes of irregular shape amid forest.
Every lake bigger than the last one, many islands, gorgeous. There�s still a last
hint of daylight in the sky as we land.�
We arrive at 10:20 pm. There are signs up at the airport in at least four

languages�Finnish, English, German and French�three of which I�m at least
slightly acquainted with. Loudspeaker announcements are made twice, once in
Finnish and once in clear if accented English. The city�s name is pronounced
TAM-peh-reh. At the airport�s information centre, a young woman speaking
perfect English books us bus tickets into town and a hotel room. I pick up a
thick lea�et on tourist things to do in Tampere. �KEE-toss,� we say, having
listened to others, �KEE-toss.�If I recall correctly, Finnish is part of the

Finno-Ugric language family, and is not an
Indo-European language. It’s closest
relatives are Estonian (looks very similar
written down) and Hungarian (looks
really strange). I dare say Wikipedia
knows more.

*

On the bus journey into town I �ick through the tourist lea�et. TheManch-
ester of Finland promises us lakes, boating, steam age industrial architecture,
saunas, markets, art, and a staggering number of quirky museums. There are
museums devoted to Lenin, Moomins, spies, shoes, wicker, steam engines, dolls
and costumes, hockey, boxing, minerals, workers� housing and a few dozen other
topics.
Our bus passes a large Orthodox church, its onion domes brightly-coloured

and brilliantly-lit against the night sky. I�m resisting the urge to press my face
against the glass. I start waving the tourist lea�et a little too enthusiastically at
poor, tired Damien.
They are waiting for us at Hotelli Victoria; reception would normally be

closed by now but they know we are coming. Reception is a tall, shaven-headed
guy with a small gold earring and gracious manners. He too speaks perfect
English. Our hotel room window looks out towards the Orthodox church.
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It�s 11:30 pm and the odds of �nding food nearby are not good, so we eat
the last of the potato scones Anna gave us two countries and three days ago in
Llanfairfechan. Anna Croft is an expat Australian

living in Wales, an old friend of ours, and
a dedicated anime fan. Anna went to
Interthingy, and then we went back to her
place; see the “Wales” report.

*

The next day it pours with rain. But the room�s shower is hot, the breakfast
is good, and we �nd a comfortable, blue-cushioned cafe where we can wait

I like visiting cafes. Walk in, greet the
people at the counter (‘Hei’). Ask for
coffee (‘Espresso, kiitos’). Point at cake,
respond affirmatively to interrogative
(‘Something in Finnish?’, ‘Joo’). Glance at
cash register to see what the damage is,
hand over euros. Having just come from
Ireland, we have no problem with
currency. Hurrah! for euros. When
leaving, copy other patrons: wave and say
goodbye (‘Moi-moi’). Heck, for all I know
I’ve been copying really close friends of
the cafe owners, and no Finn would
behave like this, but it feels nice, and it’s
almost like being able to speak Finnish.

*

out the worst of the weather. When the rain eases up, we walk along wide
cobbled streets past public sculptures. We pass through a soggy-looking fruit
and vegetable market overlooking a large lake, and go up to the old factory area,
a postindustrial landscape of red-bricked chimneys, weirs and bridges, now
softened by lawns and borders of scarlet �owers. We pop into the Tampereen
taidemuseon Muumilaakso to buy Moomin-tat and into the Vakoilumuseo to
buy spy-related knick-knacks.

I phoneblog a snap of the spy museum
entrance sign: Tero Ykspetäjä sees this
and becomes the first Finnish fan to know
where we are.

*

We�re only in Tampere through happenstance, because the �ight there is
the cheapest way to get to Finland. It�s a way-station for us, a place to spend
a few hours before we hop onto an afternoon train to Helsinki. The late
summer weather is only marginally better than a winter�s day back home. But
everything is comfortable and easy (and often within walking distance) and yet
the di�erences are enough to inspire enthusiastic investigation. Already I�m
wondering, why are we not staying here longer? Why do we not have time for
the Lenin-Museo or for a trip to Viikinsaari Island? Why did I not intuit how
much I would feel at home here?
All too soon we have to return to the hotel to pick up our luggage for the

trip to Helsinki. But already I am hooked. I am ready to love Finland.

Architecture in Helsinki
Jukka Halme is waiting for us at Helsinki Station. �Do you like small animals?� I first meet Jukka walking down the

concourse at Interaction. He’d somehow
recognised me and approached, declaring
me in his baritone to be the GUFFare, and
told me that we would be staying with him
and his wife in Helsinki. This is good to
know. We arrange to meet later at the
Finnish room party; we bump into each
other a few more times around the con, I
think. The room party is good, too good:
it’s impossible to speak, we just grab
cranberry juice and vodka and run.

*

Jukka asks us.
�What kind of small animal?� we hedge.
�A dog.�
�Ah,� we say, �that makes a change. Everywhere else it�s been cats.�
Jukka nods sagely. �Oh, I am terribly allergic to cats.�
Jukka�s voice is accented and quite deep; a bad head cold is adding a gravelly

rasp. I am not yet sure whether his air of mournfulness is deadpan. We have
met only once before, whenDamien and I waded through the throngs attending
the Finnish room party at Interaction. He and Tero poured us drinks and gave
us showbags containing plastic snow�akes, vodka, a packet of mints, and a
brochure entitled 23 delicious things in Helsinki.
We look out of the bus windows as we head to his home. Helsinki seems

to largely consist of modern blocks of �ats. It�s a distinct contrast with the
landscape we saw from the afternoon train down from Tampere: that had
rolling vistas of birch forest, blue lake, and colourfully-painted, steep-roofed
houses. birch!

*Jukka lives in one of those modern apartment blocks, within a �ve-storey
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complex that�s built around a central courtyard with a children�s playground and
some struggling gardens. He and his wife, Sari Polvinen, have a ground-�oor
�at which would be quite spacious were not for its vast quantities of books. The
walls are lined with them and the living room is divided into two by bookcases.
We�ll be sleeping among the books on an in�atable mattress, to be sni�ed
and snu�ed at by their small white dog, Myy (�Mew�), who�s named after aSniffed and Snufkinned at?

* Moomintroll character. Myy turns out to be one of the cutest dogs on Earth.
Sari is very welcoming. She�s a PhD student in British history and much

of the time her accent could be mistaken for English. She can�t roll her R�s
properly, she says, which is a speech impediment in Finnish and no problem at
all in English. She shares with us her views on the city�s architecture: she loathes
the �Jugend� Art Deco buildings downtown. Most of Helsinki is surprisingly
new, for a European city, built in the last couple of centuries.
We freshen up before our trip out to meet other local fans. �Did you know

there�s a sauna behind your bathroom?� we ask Jukka.
�Actually,� says Jukka, �I did know that, yes. All modern Finnish apartments

have them.�

The Mafia of Saint Urho
The Helsinki Ma�a meet every Thursday at Saint Urho�s pub1. On a good night
�fty fans will show up. Our single evening in Helsinki is on a Tuesday, so an
extraordinary meeting is being held. A hardcore dozen or so fans will eventually
join us around dark red tablecloths.
We did intend to learn some Finnish before we left Australia: we bought a

computer CD with the ambitious title of Eureka�s Languages of the World Volume
7: Let�s Learn Spanish, European Portuguese, Swedish, Finnish, Catalan, Brazillian
Portuguese, Tswana, Guarani, Quechua and Yoruba. We didn�t get very far. But now
we do ask our hosts how to order beer in the local language. We learn to ask
for Karhu (bear) and Kukko (rooster) beer.
I determinedly approach the bar. I open my mouth to speak.
�Fancy a Coopers?� asks the barman. By way of explanation, he adds, �They

told me some Australians were coming.�
Resolutely, we order Finnish beer. We also order the most Finnish-looking

food on the menu. Here we are thwarted: they are inexplicably out of herring.
We have to order the chicken instead.
�Finnish fandom,� I am told, �has a reputation for being Goth.� Ninni

Aalto is telling me this: she�s the young President of the Helsinki University
SF Club. A Finncon fan artist, she�s also just had her �rst book published,That’s a bunny who is a miller...

* a children�s picture book about a bunny miller. Ninni is not Goth at all, but
1In early 2007, I email Tero to ask about St. Urho. He writes: �Finland is a Lutheran country,

so we don�t have saints. The place used to be a favorite of president Urho Kekkonen, and was later
named after him (a little bit tongue-in-cheek, hence the �St. Urho�). On an unrelated note, �Urho�
as a noun means �a brave� or �a warrior�.�
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auburn-haired and bespectacled. Her boyfriend is blond and bespectacled; he�s
the Club�s Treasurer, Pasi Vihnen. They remind me all too strongly of the It’s in talking to Hannu Blommila that I

first encounter a subtheme in
Fenno-Scandi-Germano-fandom: informed
interest in Australian sf. Question number
one was (and probably still is) “when will
Greg Egan write another story? A story
collection? A novel?" Follow-up questions
(apart from “What do you mean, you
don’t like Greg Egan’s work? You know
someone who went to school with him?
Are you sure you don’t like it?") include
“Tell us more about Terry Dowling. Is it
true that there will be more ‘Blue Tyson’
stories?” and “What of Sean McMullen? Is
he still wasting time writing fantasy?”.
Generally speaking, fantasy was left to
the fantasy fans: these slightly older sf
fans were interested in the stuff.

*

years when Damien and I helped run the Adelaide University SF Association
together, except that surely we were never this youthful.
Ninni�s statement somehow summons Toni Jerrman. Toni could single-

handedly be responsible for Finnish fandom�s Goth reputation, although his
take is decidedly punk too. He wears a sleeveless black T-shirt that shows o�
his tatts and his hair is glam-rock frizzy. A pair of rectangular wire-framed
glasses add a geek touch. Toni�s the editor of the semi-prozine Tähtivaeltaja,
a full-colour marvel of glossy articles we shamefully can�t read, although I do
recognise Jukka in a photo with M. John Harrison.
Arriving with Toni is one of Tähtivaeltaja�s writers, Kimmo Lehtonen.

Kimmo is the sort of man who wears a hat indoors. He sees our copy of
Lonely Planet: Scandinavian Europe and is unimpressed. �They get their facts
wrong,� he complains. He points out where words are misspelt.
Toni buys me a pint of sahti. I am unsure what sahti is, but I drink it.

Sahti is made from birch trees.
Somehow. Birch!

*

Over our dinner, we�re told about Finnish fandom. Over four thousand
people attended the last Finncon, an astounding number for a country of �ve
million, even when you consider that the convention was free. We tell them
that Australian natcons are lucky to get four hundred, despite our population of
twenty million. Part of the di�erence may be that in Finland little distinction
is made between sf, anime and gaming fandoms. Another is that attendance is
free. The longer travel distances within Australia may also lower numbers back
home.
Jukka has already told us that�s there�s notmuch in the way of fanzine culture

in Finland, apart from the impressive semi-prozines. The fan funds are di�erent
here too�Kimmo describes them as pub whip-arounds to get Jukka on a ferry. Kimmo is referring to NoFF, the Nordic Fan

Fund, which sends fans between Finland
and Sweden; its closest cognate for me is
probably FFANZ. Jukka was the NoFFare in
2002. Our Turku host Johanna Ahonen
was the first NoFFare, in 2001. Check out
http://www.enhorningen.
net/noff/ (in Swedish and Finnish).

*

Transplanted Irish fan Fionna O�Sullivan has a few other things to say about
Finnish fandom. �They don�t do rounds!� she says, still astonished after �ve
months in Helsinki. She looks a�rontedly at my beer glass. �Is that still your
second pint?�
�It�s sahti.�
�I�ll buy you a real beer. And then we�ll teach them to buy rounds.�
Down at the other end of the table, Damien is talking with the latest arrival,

a man named Hannu Blommila. Hannu�s an sf author and hosts a world music
show that�s very well-known in Finland.
Kimmo wants to know how to select the best Australian wine. Sari and

I discuss feminisms with Ninni. Fionna �lls me in on the things Finns don�t
know about themselves, such as their fondness for olives and dancing the tango.
Wind cupboards are explained and a few aspects of Finnish history are outlined. Juliette is definitely drinking more slowly

than the rest of us. It’s probably because
her drink is made of birch.

*

At some point I �nish my sahti, which is what the locals brewed in secret during
their Prohibition. I�m teased for not having a third pint of something.
By the end of the evening, someone is drunk enough to claim that one can
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read while having sex: �In fact, I prefer reading to sex.�
Fionna speaks for us all: �Then you�re doing it wrong.�

Finns from outer space
In the morning, the insanity of our schedule begins to come clear. We have,
what, twenty-two hours in Helsinki? What madwoman pencilled that in? Eight
hours have been spent on sleep and another two are sacri�ced to our logistics.
We eat breakfast with Jukka, a meal of rye bread, cheese and sliced meat, asOver breakfast, Jukka and I compare

scars: we have matching lines from where
our subdermal portals/catheters were
placed. It turns out that we had both
received chemotherapy (although for
different cancers) at about the same time.
We agree that chemo tastes bad.

*

we respond to email from Wales, text ahead to Turku, and book our ferry to
Stockholm. By the time we�ve repacked and have pettedMyy goodbye, we have
a few scant hours left before our train.
But Jukka does his best, saying we still have time for a couple of fannish

highlights of Helsinki. The �rst of these is a shop, run by local fan Jussi
Tukkanen, situated in a rather unprepossessing little shopping mall. Jussi calls

My notes seem to declare that Jussi is a
‘bootseller’, but he has corrected it to
‘games-seller’.

*

it a games shop, �My cave�, but it also stocks comics and novels. It�s here that I
start to have an inkling as to why so many Finns have perfect English. On the
shelves are a few blockbuster fantasy novels which have been translated into
Finnish, but the majority of volumes are in English. Knowing only your native
language here means that you very soon run out of books.
Our �nal destination is Suomenlinna. En route we pass Helsinki Cathedral,

a white block of neoclassical architecture with green copper cupolas on top. It
stands over Senate Square, beyondwhich are the covered stalls of the �shmarket
and the expanse of Helsinki Harbour.
The start of Helsinki Harbour doesn�t actually mark the end of Helsinki.

Some of the city�s suburbs are out on the islands, and commuters travel over
bridges or catch ferries to the mainland. One of the city�s suburbs is Suomen-
linna itself.
The fortress was built by the Swedes in the eighteenth century, back when

Finland was part of their empire. The Russians were in an expansionist phase,
so the Swedes linked and forti�ed some of the islands in the Harbour and called
the resulting fortress Sveaborg. The forti�cations didn�t help in the long run: by
1809 the Russians had wrested Finland out of Swedish hands. Sveaborg stayed
with the Russians until 1918, when Finland declared independence. The place
was then renamed Suomenlinna, or �Castle of Finland�.
The spot to catch the ferry is out near the�shmarket. I recommend standingFerries ply between Helsinki and ports

spread over the Baltic. It’s probably only a
couple of hours to Estonia, which for some
workers is a tolerable commute.
Apparently Finns go to buy cigarettes for
resale.

*

near the back of the ferry so you can watch mainland Helsinki as it recedes.
You can see Helsinki Cathedral, numerous o�ce blocks, and perhaps the red-
bricked Lutheran Cathedral. As we cruise out, we pass the international ferries
that ply the Gulf of Finland and the Baltic Sea: they�re bloody huge, �oating
towns, orders of magnitude larger than our little commuter ferry. There are
seagulls about and little spits of rain. Jukka is trying to explain to us something
about pickled herring.
Suomenlinna consists of worn, low lumps of metamorphic rock, covered
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with trees, grasses, souvenir stalls, andprivate houses. Everywhere aremassively-
built walls and odd little forti�cations. There are cannons, an abandoned sub-
marine, and some camou�aged small buildings which are built into the ground
like Hobbit holes. Jukka tells us that a theatrical version of Lord of the Rings
was indeed performed here, using di�erent sites on Suomenlinna for di�erent
scenes.
The place is also a popular picnic spot for locals. Finnish fans hold their

annual picnic here during the summer. One suspects that the island would be a
fearsome place to visit in winter.
Suomenlinna has a �nal fannish claim to fame, as the home of many location

shoots in Helsinki�s small oeuvre of fan �lms. Jukka seems to have been in all of
them, usually playing a professor. One is a Western, Prince of the Rockies, a forty
minute melodrama that �feels much longer�. But the pinnacle of achievement
may beWarlords ofSaturn, a �lm that purports to be a 1950s prediction of Finnish
life in the 1980s. Its conclusion? That all Finns come from Saturn.
No wonder so many attend sf conventions.

Train sailing
I don�t think I�ve mentioned yet how much I loved the trains in Finland. Truly,
they were enough to restore my faith in Western Civilisation. They were
spacious, well-appointed, punctual and clean. Each time we boarded, we would
�nd ourselves an empty six-seater cabin and sit by the window. Each seat had
a remarkably stable pull-up desk, so I�d sit there writing my notes, glancing up
and out of the window from time to time, looking out at the birches, the pines
and the lakes. Damien would �nd a powerpoint and then pull out his laptop, I have a large collection of photos of

Juliette looking tired in airports and on
trains.

*

backing up and sorting through the day�s photos.
We�d bought a Eurail ticket for the trip, to minimise costs, and if you�re too

old to count as a Youth then the ticket�s �rst class. But to this day I don�t know
if Finnish trains even have a �rst class, because these elegant, uncrowded cabins
were standard. I struggle to imagine what Finnish �rst class must be like: free
wi-� and reclining seats? Maybe those cabins come with sauna.

The secret of their success
Turku is the reason why we are visiting northern Europe at all. When planning Probably the easiest way to start finding

out about Finnish fandom is via the web.
Start with
http://partialrecall.
blogspot.com/ and then hit up
http://del.icio.us/tag/
findom-blogs. These folks blog
relentlessly.

*

our trip, we were determined to visit fans outside the UK, and were hampered
only by the fact that we didn�t personally know any non-Brits in Europe at all.
We addressed this in two ways: by trawling the Net and by asking around.
Early on, Damien found a few English-language blogs based in Turku, chatty
discussions of books and �lms that had sounded like, well, us. Damien made
contact, and once Claire and Mark knew we were heading north, they put us
in touch with Johan Anglemark in Uppsala, who gave us information on fans
throughout Scandinavia. With Turku in mind, I started to research inexpensive
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routes across Europe, and for a time we planned to �y Ryanair from Dublin
to Riga or Tallinn, with the aim of meeting Baltic fans before catching a ferry
to Helsinki en route to Turku. Our Baltic plans fell through�Lithuania seemsTurku is also called Åbo, a legacy of

Swedish rule. The first university in
Finland was established here, so naturally
we are keen to visit. Plus the Uni SF club
(whose name this margin is too small to
accommodate) sounded awesome
compared to the ones we’d been involved
with. Oh yes, å has a little circle above it so
that you know to pronounce it like an ‘oh’.

*

to be the happening fannish nation of the Baltic, not Latvia or Estonia�
but our draft itinerary did prompt an email from some guy called Jukka in
Helsinki, asking how we could contemplate passing through his city without
meeting the local fans. So our discovery of a few Turku blogs and LiveJournals
eventually cascaded into a Fenno-Scandi-German odyssey from Tampere to
Helsinki, Turku to Stockholm, Uppsala, Copenhagen and Berlin.
Turku also has a formidable reputation as the home of the 2003 Eurocon-

Finncon, where four thousand people met in one of the largest conventions
ever held outside theUS. SomeAnglosphere con-runners attributed the Finnish
success mainly to government sponsorship, but that led to the question as to
why Finnish conventions attract government support in the �rst place. Damien
and I will have a good chance to �nd out during our visit to Turku, as we�ll be
staying with the Chair of the 2003 Finncon, Johanna Ahonen.
Johanna is, I think, in her late twenties. She�s tall and attractive, with long

auburn hair and glasses. With her is Tero Ykspetäjä. I�m still thinking of him as
�Tero Unpronounceable� but Damien is con�dently pronouncing his surname
as �EWKS-pet-EYE-ah�. Tero�s a slim black monolith among the summerIt’s important not to say ‘EWKS-pet-

TAI-yah’. Completely different word,
clearly.

*

crowds of the railway station. When he texted us earlier, he described himself:
�guy with long dark hair in a long black coat, easy to spot�. Up close, he has
an easy smile, very pale blue eyes, and a scatter of freckles across his nose.
He�s pretty enough that Damien and I both mistook his LiveJournal photo for
that of a woman. I think it�s fair to say, in fact, that the fans of Turku are theSorry Jumbo!

* best-looking of any group we will meet anywhere, with the possible exception
of Uppsala.
Tero has to move baby toys out of the back seat of his car before he drives

us to Johanna�s (his wife, Kaisa, is also a fan and was on the 2003 Finncon
committee with Johanna). Damien comes up with a brilliant way to start
conversation: he asks for a Finnish tongue-twister. It will turn out that there
are few topics Nordic fans are keener on than linguistics.
Johanna�s place is up three �ights in a tiny lift. It�s a comfortable sort ofIt’s just barely possible that Johanna’s

easy professional demeanor and sober
mien disguise a certain tendency to squee
over beautiful men.

*

place, decorated with movie posters from Lord of the Rings. We drop o� the
luggage and set o� for dinner at Viking Harald�s.
There�s a certain amount of postmodern irony in choosing Viking Harald�s

as our meeting place. The Finns were never Vikings, and the Vikings never
settled here. It�s a tourist trap sort of place, and also the kind of restaurantwhere
the less serious sort of Tolkien fan can party on special occasions. The decor
is a kitschy combination of faux-log panelling, taxidermy, and blood-red runes
daubed on white-washed walls. Sta� in comedy-theatre Viking out�ts hand out
menus in Finnish and English. The menus include astonishingly tedious stories
about Viking Harald, his long-su�ering wife, and the raison d�être of each dish.
But the dishes themselves actually sound rather good. We choose a platter�a
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Viking �shield��of Arctic char, venison, black trumpet mushrooms and sundry Char turns out to be a kind of fish. Not
burnt birch.

*
other northern delicacies.
Tero orders us all some tar schnapps. �Tar schnapps?� we ask, hoping

this is a mistranslation, but it seems doubtful that someone capable of making
sophisticated puns in colloquial English would get his monosyllables wrong.
�Like the stu� you put on roofs,� Tero says. I choose to interpret the gleam in
his eye as well-meaning.
Tar schnapps smells of tar. It�s dark-coloured. It�s far more pleasant to drink For dessert, we have tar icecream.

*than we had any right to expect. Unlike sahti, I would not only willingly drink
it again, but I would seek it out. Tar schnapps is good.
Joining us over dinner is Tomi Junnila. He is blond, bearded and bespec-

tacled and has the sort of toothy smile you can bask in. Tomi�s just �nished
building his own home and is feeling good about that, so we have a lot to bask
in during the evening.
We are also met by Pasi Karppanen, a very serious-looking young man with

a proto-Jukka beard. He presses fanzines into our hands. Arriving with him
is a handsome dark-haired woman, Juvi Allénn, who has a gorgeously contralto
voice. Once Maarit Lamminen, the President of the Turku University SF Club,
arrives our party is complete.
Damien and I aren�t often the oldest fans at an sf gathering, but this is

one of those occasions. Many of Turku�s fans are away at their summer homes
at this time of year, but it also seems clear that Turku fandom is centred on
the University Club and its alumni. At one point Damien has to explain the Ozone! Lightning! Worm gears!

*electrostenciller to these Net-era fans.
So is youthful vigour the secret of Finnish fandom? Johanna and Tero

attribute it more to the willingness of various fannish groups to cooperate.
Anime fans, they admit, may be a much larger segment of Finndom than sf fans. Cosplay and Tolkienism generally seem

quite important to Nordic fandoms.
*

Tolkien enthusiasts are also part of the mix.
Then there are the bene�ts of plain old hard work. In particular, they are

now very skilled at writing grant applications. The government support that
Anglophone con-runners envy is actually a patchwork of small grants sewed to-
gether, some from publishers as well as the government. The SF Club managed
to negotiate a free venue in the University of Turku and newspaper articles were
supportive.
In a nearby pub built inside a former bank, we sit on low leather chairs

and drink international beer (I have a Sierra Nevada, in memory of our Austin
years). We draw our nth scrappy map of Australia and tell them about fandom
back home. We want to tempt them to someday come over. Tero thinks we Say, by standing for GUFF.

*should return for the Finnish winter to properly experience sauna-and-snow; I
think we should teach him and Johanna to surf.
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Eight curiosities of Turku
1. The pig-duck. A freakish-looking sculpture readily visible from both the train
and the motorway. A pallid mutant chimera, an Uncanny Valley version of a
rubber duck. Huge and guilelessly menacing, its name in Finnish is Possanka:
google it if you dare.
2. The main shopping street. Heated from underground, it never ices over.
3. Finnish snack stalls. These are usually marked grilli. These may also include
Hesburger, the local version of MacDonald�s.
4. Photos of teenagers in sailor hats. For some reason, Finns wear sailor out�ts when
they graduate from high school. The windows of professional photographer
o�ces are covered with such photos.
5. UFF.Aubiquitous Finnish chain of second-hand stores, noticeable for its bright
yellow signs. Pro�ts and donations go African and Indian charities.
6. Graffiti walls. Building site fences covered with government-permitted gra�ti,
canvases of urban art.
7. The old rope factory. It�s very, very long.
8. Isostasy. Much of Finland�s land surface is still rising after being squashed for
thousands of years under glacial ice. Turku Castle, for example, was built on
the edge of the town harbour. It�s now two hundred metres inland.

Holiday mood
The next day, Johanna takes us to see a few places in Turku, starting with the
SF Club and the market. It�s a gorgeous summer�s day, warm and sunny, good
weather for a walk into town. There are butter�ies out and about.
Johanna lives in one of the modern parts of the city, in an area with wide

streets and low apartment blocks. It�s on �the other side� of the River Aura,
she explains, for the old mediaeval centre is always referred to as being on �the
side�. On the side of the river lie the cathedral, castle, market and harbour.
But before we reach the river, Johanna leads us into the campus of the

University of Turku (Turun yliopisto), where multistorey glass buildings re�ect
back the blue of the sky. We go up some stairs and along a corridor to the
locked door of Turku�s SF Club.
Inside is a good-sized room �lled with books, DVDs and elderly brown

sofas. A TV and hi-� are set up for viewing, and the posters on the walls are forMy former Uni fanac self just about dies
with belated envy.

*
sf �lms, anime and past Finncons. Johanna�s modest about the set-up, but this
place has provided the club with a stable base for years. Their semi-prozine
Spin has been going since 1977: fandom�s not new in Turku.
It�s the early afternoon now and Turku�s city centre is in a holiday mood.

Preparations are underway for theNight of the Arts: an open-air concert�s to be
held on the banks of the river, with seating arranged near the Forum Marinum
maritime museum. Beethoven�s Battle Symphony, requiring two two orchestras
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and a brace of cannon, will be performed next to a nineteenth century three-
masted barque and a 1902 full-rigger. Grilli and stalls selling original artwork
are setting up shop along the Aura.
It�s busy in the market square. Red-and-white-striped stalls are selling

vegetables and �owers. We pause to look at pretty little green and yellow
squash while Johanna winces at the price of cloudberries. We should have
bought her a litre on the spot.
One stall sells hand-carved wooden tools and knick-knacks: Lapland cups,

cheese-making boxes, butter knives and sculptures. There�s a pile of toys
amongst them, some �busy bears�. You turn the handle and the bear works
industriously at some task, chopping wood or hoeing. But one of the busy bears
was after our own hearts, seated before a computer with its bear paws tapping Blogging bear says “Grr,

kommenttispämmiä”
*

away in blogging frenzy. We should have bought that too.
Then I get a text message on my phone: the other Australians are here.

Snapshots
Western Australian fans Karen McKenna and Dave Cake are standing out-

side the railway station. They happen to have just �own to Finland, as they�re
visiting Tampere for a wedding. For all we know, this may be the largest ever
gathering of Australian fans on Finnish soil.
Dave and Karen are keen to visit Turku�s castle so we catch a bus to the

harbour, where we meet Tero, who�s just �nished work. From the landward
side, Turunlinna looks deceptively delicate and compact, especially after our
visit�only the day before�to the sprawling Suomenlinna. From the back, it�s
only a few stories high, its walls coveredwith white plaster and pierced by square
windows. It�s only when we walk around to the seaward side that the castle�s
full height and massive construction of grey rock becomes clear. In one photo
I stand near the front gate, a tiny �gure, while the main tower yawns upwards
to a blue and cloudless sky.
Both Tero and Damien take versions of that photo. We have �ve cameras

between six of us, plus one laptop computer and a variety of other electronic Not including cameras built into our
phones.

*
equipment. In our photogenic surroundings, we take photos of each other
taking photos. �It�s meta,� Tero says.
So here�s a �nal snapshot from our day in Turku, taken some hours before

Damien and I have to head o� to our ferry: Johanna, Damien, Karen, Dave and
myself sit in a sunlit, cobblestoned courtyard around a wooden table. Dave�s all
beard and glasses, Karen has a huge smile, and the table�s covered with cameras, Dave has heard every possible joke about

his surname already, I’m sure. But why
not try to think one up anyway?

*

co�ee cups, chocolates and cake. A splendid afternoon spent in good company.

Dream archipelago
Look at a map of Europe. Find Finland and Sweden, noting that Finland is
de�nitely to the east. Peer at the space between Turku and Stockholm and
you�ll see an island or two marked in. Then �nd, if you can, a map at a more
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detailed scale�now there are many more islands. In fact, the more detailed the
map, the more islands can be seen, right down to a scale where the cartographer
just can�t be bothered any more and gives up. Tens of thousands of islands
stretch between Turku and Stockholm: tonight we�ll be passing through the
Archipelago Sea.
We take escalator after escalator upwards through the ferry terminal build-

ing, as the foot passenger entrance is high up on the massive vessel. We �nd the
right �oor, pay for our cabin, and wait in a hall without enough chairs. When
the doors open for boarding, there�s a pointless, violent scrum as the crowd
surges forward, and then we �nd ourselves amid faded red velvet and chipped
gilt trim, aboard the �oating budget palace of Viking Lines� Isabella.
Inside, on the lower decks, we search for our cabin along narrow corridors,

jostled by fellow passengers speaking Finnish, Swedish, German, Russian and
English. Then we follow signs and staircases upwards to decks which smell
of fried food and which sound of slot machines and musak. In the cafeterias,
families with small children are buying �sh andmashed potatoes byweight while
the late evening seascape glides beyond picture windows. A vast duty-free shop
is thronged with trolleys that people �ll with chocolate, DVDs, ferry-themed
gifts, Moomins, alcohol and cigarettes. There�s a casino, a sauna, a hairdresser�s,
a pub and a cinema. Tonight�s �lm isMr andMrs Smith.
Outside is a view that�s ever more dreamlike. At �rst, the castle is very near

and the cathedral is in the distance; the rival Silja Line ferry seems to dwarf
them both. The harbour waters are calm, re�ecting a still-blue evening sky.
Then the ferry begins to pick up speed, our wake grows long, and the city�s
skyline dwindles behind us. Islands have closed in on either side, multitudes
of them. Most are thickly wooded, and the larger ones have brightly-coloured
summerhouses sprouting between the trees. Wharves and boats dot their
coastlines. The smaller ones are treeless, mere hummocks of rock protruding
from the sea. We wonder how it�s possible to navigate our vast ferry through
such shoals, but then we see the �ashing lights of guide buoys in the water,
marking out the safe route. As the sun sets to starboard and the full moon rises
to port, the islands becomedark shapes swimming next to us, silhouetted against
a �ery sky. They are varied, they are numerous, and they are never-ending.
Back down in our little cabin, we turn o� the light. Through our small

window, we can make out the moon and, as our eyes adjust, we realise that the
moonlight is bright enough to illuminate the waves on the sea. We can still see
those islands, for as long as we can stay awake, bands of black on the horizon
between the deep star-pricked navy of the sky and the darker blue of the sea.
It�s so beautiful, so numinous, that we struggle to keep our eyes open. It seems
wrong not to try and greet each and every skerry of the moonlit archipelago.
But we fall asleep anyway. When we wake we�ll get to be surprised twice

over by Sweden.
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